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Some fake/false news statistics

On Twitter false news stories are 70% more likely to be retweeted than 
true stories, and it takes true stories about six times as long to reach 
1,500 people as it takes for false stories to reach the same number of 

people.

Falsehoods are also retweeted more widely than true statements 
...they travel 10 to 20 times more quickly than facts.

Ipsos Public Affairs study found that fake headlines fool American 
adults 75% of the time.





How this came to be?

Rise of populism → crisis of trust in political institutions and representations 
as a product of larger global shifts (recession, mass migration, inequality)

Changes in technology, changes in communication→ Rise of the fake news

disruption of the public sphere → phases of policital communication 
development

Contemporary challenges: populism, fake news and algorithmic profiling on 
social media
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Public sphere: phases of political 
communication development

Phase The public sphere Recipients Media Political actors Stateform

The premodern 
phase

Centralized party 
press

Passive Newspapers, party 
press

The elite, old 
political parties

The Nation state

The modern Phase Two-step models 
emerge

Passive Breakthrough of 
mass media, Still 
party press, state 

monopoly on 
electronic media

Political parties, 
organized interests 

groups

The welfare state

The late modern 
phase

Increased
fragmentation, 
mediatization

Passive, seen as an 
individualized

citizen

Privatization of 
media, dying party 

press, increased 
professionalization

Elites isolated in 
„Bermuda 
triangles”, 
increased 

professionalization

The competition 
state

A Fourth phase? Interactivity, 
continued

fragmentation, 
algorithms shape 
public awareness

Increasingly
active, but still 
individualized

Stagnation of 
mass media, 

emergence of 
digital media

Everyone collects 
data

The digital state



DEFINITION OF POPULISM

Populism→ „strategic approach that frames politics as a battle 
between the virtuous, “ordinary” masses and a nefarious or corrupt 

elite.”

„the pure people” vs. „the corrupt people” (Cas Mudde)

Contested term with various meaning → not all the same: left populists 
more inclusive what constitues „true people” than right populists



POPULISM AND SOCIAL MEDIA

“Social media gives legions of idiots the right to speak when they once only 
spoke at a bar after a glass of wine, without harming the community. Then 
they were quickly silenced, but now they have the same right to speak as a 

Nobel Prize winner. It’s the invasion of the idiots.”

UMBERTO ECO





POPULISM AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Several key issues why social media, fake news and populism go well 
together

1. Direct communication with likeminded people → no filters or fact 
checking

2. Closely knitted networked community of followers → weak 
interaction with oppositional world view

3. Glass bubbles reinforced by algorithm → user preferences are 
reinforced by algorithmic recomendations







Confronting fake news: individual media 
literacy vs. The control of the system

Who should bare the burdain? → overwhelming ammount of 
information, scarcity of disposable time

Oversaturated with obligations and constant digital interaction → how 
many people are capable of maintaing that kind of „liquid literacy”?

Shifting the wight of burdain on the digital megacorporations and 
systems → social responsibility of Google, Facebook, Twitter...
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